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“Guanineless death” – a critical piece to the 

thymineless-death puzzle 

by Mark Itsko  

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIH) 

Starving cells for dTTP by depriving thymine-requiring (thyA) strains of thymine or by a drug-mediated 

interruption of thymidylate metabolism causes loss of viability in all domains of life. Under these 

conditions, prokaryotic cells stop dividing and form prominent filaments, culminating in thymineless 

death (TLD). Numerous mechanisms have been proposed to explain TLD since its discovery some 60 

years ago. One of the principal open questions is whether the phenomenon is thymine-specific or could be 

imposed by starvation for any other DNA building block. Until now, dTTP was the only nucleotide for 

which this could be demonstrated, as its pool can be manipulated through the separate thymine salvage 

pathway. We have now demonstrated that a similarly lethal phenomenon can be induced by starving E. 

coli for dGTP. This starvation is accomplished by using an up-promoter (optA1) of the dgt gene in 

combination with deletion of the gpt (guanine phosphoribosyltransferase) gene. The dgt gene encodes a 

dGTP triphosphohydrolase (dGTPase), of as yet unknown function, that cleaves dGTP to deoxyguanosine 

(dG) and tripolyphosphate (PPPi). Overexpression of dgt strongly reduces the dGTP pool, while the gpt 

deletion prevents the recycling of the generated dG. We show that the optA1 gpt strain, when grown 

without an outside purine source like hypoxanthine or adenine, suffers from an increased chromosomal 

replication time (C-time) indicative of a slowed-down rate of replication fork progress. This slowdown 

combined with continued replication initiations leads to an increased number of active replication forks 

within the same chromosome, producing highly multi-branched nucleoids. Under these conditions, 

cultures fail to attain balanced growth (their biomass growth greatly exceeding that of DNA), ultimately 

leading to induction of the SOS system, filaments with nucleoid-associated bulges, and cell lysis, as seen 

in TLD. Thus, we have extended the phenomenon of TLD to a case where lethality can be induced by 

starvation for a given single dNTP. Our finding of cell death induced by dGTP starvation may lead to 

additional avenues for therapeutic applications beyond TLD:  dGTP is an attractive target as it has 

typically the lowest concentration among the four DNA precursors. Also, human cells have recently been 

found to contain a novel dGTPase, SAMHD1, with properties similar to the bacterial Dgt enzyme: it 

likewise hydrolyzes dGTP to yield deoxyguanosine and triphosphate. 

 


